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Description  

ICT is an integral part of any organization in today’s economy. But what really makes the difference 

is how capable an organization is to design and manage ICT solutions. How to design ICT services 
that help organizations create and capture value? How to design the underlying platforms and 

architectures? These are the core issues dealt with in this specialisation.   

Students will be provided with knowledge and capabilities to design and manage ICT artefacts in 
organizations. They are expected to translate new innovative ICT applications to organizational 

opportunities, like what to do with blockchain, Internet-of-things or social media from a business 
perspective. But there is also attention for increased internal efficiency and effectiveness, enabled 

by ICT applications, like cloud computing. We give specific attention to mobile applications and 
service platforms. 

You also learn to design and manage information systems and architectures in order to support 

web-based electronic services. We combine technology know-how with management and 
organization know-how, specifically oriented towards ICT companies that collaborate in a multi 

actor environment.  

Job perspectives 

We educate students to become ICT-managers, ICT-architects, high-tech entrepreneurs and 

consultants. To understand and to be able to design and manage ICT, both on an organizational 

and engineering level, within (ICT) organizations. More general managers basically lack this know-
how and are not able to make use of all the opportunities ICT offers. 

Courses  

You can choose 3 out of the 4 following courses.  
 

SEN1611: I&C Architecture Design (5 ECTS, x/0/0/0) 

Creating value with ICT typically requires organizations to collaborate in ecosystems of both public 
and private actors. Doing so involves designing architectures that interconnect legacy systems and 

processes. This course focuses on designing I&C architectures for organizations in ecosystems, with 
attention for the technical architecture and organizational processes.  

 

SEN1622: I&C Services Design (5 ECTS, 0/x/0/0) 
Designing ICT service is far from trivial, as the interests of users and other stakeholders need to be 

addressed. In this course, you learn how to design ICT applications that meet user needs as well as 
an underlying valorization plan to bring that application to the market. We give attention to design, 

technology and stakeholder involvement. We focus on mobile applications. During the course, 
students are challenged to apply these insights by designing an innovative mobile service concept 

including a mock-up and valorization plan.  

 
ID5311TB: Supply chain and network design in digital transformation (5 EC, x/0/0/0) 

There is a maximum number of students from TPM that can participate in the course. Students can 

enroll in Brightspace to be provided with the necessary information. TPM courses are not (yet) required to 

register for courses via MyTUDelft. 

As a result of developments in Industry 4.0, big data, artificial intelligence and robotics, the field of 

traditional supply chains and networks is changing disruptively. Therefore, buyers and suppliers 
have to adapt to these circumstances and redefine their role and position in their industry. The 
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primary aim of this course is to develop interest in, become acquainted with and encourage 

application of fundamental concepts, models and instruments in the design of Supply Chains and 
networks in order to enable all (digital) disruptive innovations in the industry.  

The course comprises two blocks. The first block addresses essential buyer/supplier concepts and 

provides a theoretical understanding. It also give insides in all disruptive changes that are taking 
place in the industry. There will be a lot of guest speakers, interactive workshops, games and 

challenges. The second block is oriented on deep dive understanding of a particular element of the 
disruptive developments from the first block. In this period students write an individual paper on 

their chosen subject. There will be a lot of cooperation with tutors and self-chosen industry 
partners. The papers together form the basis for the new era in Design: Design 4.0 

 

IN4252: Web science & engineering (5 ECTS, x/x/0/0) 
IN4252 takes an engineering perspective to ICT, going in detail on the technical design choices and 

specifications. The course considers methods and techniques for the design and development of 
web-based information systems, and as a consequence it gives an insight into the state of the art 

of the research area of Web Engineering. It also pays attention to user modeling and adaptive 

hypermedia, as the basis for user-adaptation and personalization in web-based information 
systems. 

 
 

Additional information 

This specialisation is not accessible for CoSEM students in the I&C track since it contains overlap 

with the track courses.  

 
MSc Theses 
https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%3A0c176910-ef39-4e23-99b0-35cdb2d41984?collection=education 

https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%3A3bb77179-d9ad-4b78-ad31-5daa53f3c641?collection=education 

https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%3A2076b3a8-bea2-4d05-8427-7614bdc5c6d3?collection=education 

https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%3Af8561818-4d36-4825-ac3e-05bf66cbd226?collection=education 

https://repository.tudelft.nl/islandora/object/uuid%3Ae4f0fb85-a08e-48b5-a88b-cb54b7663a42?collection=education 

 

Video 
https://youtu.be/SOl5soW93GY 

Q&A session (recording) 
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